The FBI's National Counterterrorism (CT) program is part of the National Security Branch, which oversees the national security operations of the FBI. The mission of the CT Program is to lead law enforcement and domestic intelligence efforts to defeat terrorism and strive to achieve this mission by eliminating terrorists’ ability to operate so people live without fear of terrorism.

The Continuing Education and Professional Development Unit (CEPDU) supports the FBI's National CT program by developing a curriculum that will provide CT updated, active and effective continuing education and professional development opportunities.

Do you have Questions?

Go to CEPDU's Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) and find out:
- What is Honoraria?
- What is CORRE funding?
- How do I plan a training event?
- What is a Continuing Education Credit?

If you have questions, e-mail CEPDU at and we'll get you the answer.

Be sure to save CEPDU's Home page to your favorite links.

CEPDU Unit Chief

FBIHQ JEH Building
Room 4445
935 Pennsylvania Ave., NW
Washington, DC
20535
Training and education are crucial to the FBI's effectiveness in fighting the war on terrorism, and in order to maximize our ability to focus on threats, stop ahead of terrorist trends, and neutralize terrorist threats throughout the United States and the world, we must continue to train and educate an already highly skilled Counterterrorism (CT) workforce.

Therefore, the Counterterrorism Division will fully invest in our Counterterrorism employees by refining career paths and developing new educational opportunities for professional development.

I fully expect each employee to take advantage of the opportunities provided by CEPU in order to fulfill our training goals.

The FBI has implemented career paths for all FBI personnel. The CT Special Agent Career Path provides detailed training and other developmental opportunities that are required and/or recommended during each stage. Career paths for other positions include the Staff Operations Specialist (SOS), Joint Terrorism Task Force Members (JTTF), and CT Intelligence Analyst (IA) are in development.

Refer to the CT Course Catalog on the CEPU home page for training and other career opportunities for each position within CT.